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In A Gold-Rush-Era Cemetery . . .

“Not-Lamarque”
“Willie H. Lane”

Following the annual
Open Garden in the
Sacramento
Historic
City Cemetery, a group
of rosarians traveled to
a Gold-Rush-Era, Sierra
Foothills Cemetery, to a
survey of remaining
roses in that place.
One rose there, which
had been lost, was replaced — a gift from
Fred Boutin, who had
“Little Fanny Shepherd”
(‘Lamarque’)

— Continued On Pg. 2
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“Legacy Of The
Schmeder Family” may
be identical to the Sacramento Cemetery’s
“Pale Buff Tea.”

propagated it years before. Other roses were noted, and may be propagated on
a later occasion.

This fragrant pink Noisette grows on the 1880 grave of Frutosa Bilches Silva
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As we settle solidly into the fourth summer of California’s now-historic
drought, it becomes increasingly obvious that if we want to have gardens,
many of us must turn to the use of graywater.
The term itself — GRAYWATER — refers to UNTREATED
WASH WATER, SUCH AS FROM A CLOTHES WASHER, SHOWER,
OR BATHTUB.
In Ventura County, the Building and Safety Division is hosting a series
of No-Cost workshops, to instruct residents in the use of graywater to irrigate
trees, shrubs, and flower beds. The sessions also cover permit-exempt systems designed to capture rainwater, for irrigation purposes. (Which is great,
but in our little niche in Camarillo, there hasn’t been enough rainfall to fill a
single barrel, so I am personally less-enthused about that.)
Some workshops have already taken place, but remaining dates include:
July 9, July 23, Aug. 6, and Aug. 20.
The workshops are held in Room 311 in the Hall of Administration at the
Ventura Co. Government Center, 800 S. Victoria Ave.
To Register, email marie.becerra@ventura.org or call 805-654-2796 during regular business hours.

The Ventura County Star, not to be outdone, promises additional information and water-saving tips at:
www.vcstar.com/drought.

“The rain to the wind said, ‘You push and I'll pelt.'
They so smote the garden bed
That the flowers actually knelt,
And lay lodged--though not dead.
I know how the flowers felt.”
― Robert Frost
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Article Posted On
GARDENWEB’s Antique Rose Forum
By “Marian”
(Reprinted with Permission)

With all of the discussion of greywater lately I thought I would come out
of lurking and post a few pictures and explanation of the greywater system that
my husband and I built last year. We have been very happy with our system
(no more buckets to trip over in the shower!) and plan on building a parallel
system that runs from one basin of our kitchen sink down the other side of the
garden this summer.
We started off with the book Create an Oasis With Greywater by
Art Ludwig. It explains how to build many different types of systems. It also
includes a thorough discussion of environmental safety and health concerns.
Lastly it talks about what it takes to get a system permitted in California and
other states. I highly recommend getting your hands on a copy of this book if
you're thinking of installing a system.
The health concerns boil down to the fact that greywater can contain
harmful microbes, especially if stored for any length of time, and, in fact, graywater technically becomes blackwater after storage for 24 hours due to rapid
bacterial growth during storage. Because of this, one of the requirements for
getting a system permitted is that the greywater needs to be plumbed underground and never allowed to flow to the surface uncovered.
We started with a simple laundry to landscape system that runs our wash-
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ing machine water into a perforated pipe buried under mulch on the citrus trees
in our side yard. This type of system is completely legal without a permit, easy
to install, we literally just ran a pipe outside, and my citrus trees have never
been happier. My Bearss lime set fruit for the first time since I moved in.
The next, more ambitious project was to run the master shower water outside. We dug a meandering and gently sloping swale (who am I kidding?...it's
really a ditch) through the garden, passing close to as many of our trees as we
could. In the bottom of the swale we sunk a flexible perforated pipe and covered it with mulch. My husband went under the house, cut through the waste
line downstream of the shower and sink but upstream of the toilet, and installed a valve that can send the greywater either to the sewer or out to the garden. He rented an impact drill from Home Depot to drill a hole through the
foundation so that he could run pipe outside to the swale. Due to the difficulty
in getting permits for graywater projects we did not attempt to get this permitted, but my understanding is that what we did is pretty close to code.
I'm still working on the fun part; so far I have planted the sides of the
creek with deep rooted native grasses, milkweeds, and wildflowers, so as long
as there is enough water to shower I will have a stripe of green plants running
through the garden. I also built some dry stacked stone beds alongside the
creek that one day will have a mixture of roses and edibles in them. Right now
they're full of the world's biggest cardoons and they're so huge and beautiful
that I haven't had the heart to take them out yet.
As far as environmental concerns go, the two big ones are surge capacity
and salt buildup in my already salty soil. I use green products, and use as little
soap and detergent as possible, but pretty much all soap has sodium in it. The
soil microbes eat up the organic components of soap and detergent and leave
sodium behind to build up in soil. To mitigate this we plumbed one of the
downspouts from our roof into each of the graywater lines so that hopefully
some of the sodium will leach down when we do get rain.
And that brings me to surge capacity. Its an environmental and health hazard if, in a huge storm, the graywater system overflows. My husband is an engineer, and my bachelor's degree is in soil science, so we put our heads together and did some calculations and moved a lot of dirt so that the garden now
drains inward towards the swale and it would take something like a 500 year
flood for water to run off of our property and into the storm drain on the street
behind us. The added benefit is that my clay soil stores all of the water that
falls on the property (barring a huge crazy flood year) for my plants.
So far, I am really happy with the system, and the plants seem to be are
happy too. While most trees in the neighborhood are struggling to survive, my
trees are growing and thriving. The system puts the water down deep, so I still
have to irrigate young plants, and anything that is too shallow rooted to find
the water if I want them to survive.
—Continued on Page 6
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— Continued From
Page 5

LEFT:
Swale
Construction
Before the
Perforated
Pipe
Was
Installed

Here is the
same spot about
thirteen months
later, as you can
see things have
grown with no
irrigation besides the graywater. I would
love to find a
sort of floppy
china to spill
over the rock
wall on the
right.
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This is a picture from January. The graywater swale runs down
the right side of the picture. We have moved the solenoids on the
left underground since the picture was taken. It is hard to tell, but
the whole open area in the center is about six inches lower than
grade in the rest of the yard, and acts as our surge capacity. I am
slowly converting the area that is bare soil to a native grass meadow. As far as roses go, I would like to replace the cardoon in the
foreground with a large, deep rooted rose, possibly ‘Gloire des
Rosomanes’. I have a ‘Madame Alfred Carriere’ planted where
it can eat the thrip infested Myoporum tree on the right.

“Rain is grace;
Rain is the sky descending to the Earth;
Without rain, there would be no life.”
— John Updike
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A Simple Laundry Graywater System
(Shared by Janelle Michel)

In Southern California, we are dealing with water restrictions due to years of
continuous drought and water shortages. Here’s one way to start saving irrigation water.
Janelle’s washer is in the garage, so it is easy to run this set up out to the yard.
It is working great for her and she am saving a ton of water irrigating ornamental plants and trees. She already had the trash can and a 3/4 inch garden hose,
so this set up only cost about $10 plus the cost of another 3/4 inch hose (about
$30).
Make sure you only use biodegradable laundry detergent labeled for greywater use. Also, there are a few more rules for using greywater so be sure to
read those at the end of this article.

LAUNDRY GREYWATER PARTS:
5/8 inch spade drill bit
Garden Hose Adapter 3/4 " MH X 1/2" MIP- part is in the faucet section of
Home Depot, not in the garden hose or irrigation area.
(Watts brand A-663 GH3)
http://www.watts.com/pro/_productsFull.asp?
catId=68&parCat=2680&pid=6508&ref=2
Faucet Rosette Washer and Nut (1/2-Inch IPS) - Danco brand
3/4" diameter garden hose
Trash can
8

CUT HOLE,
INSERT GARDEN
HOSE ADAPTOR:
Cut a hole in the bottom of
the trash can using a 5/8 inch
spade drill bit
(She had to shave off extra to
make the adapter fit)
Screw in the garden hose
adapter (make sure the hose
fitting side is on the outside of
the trash can).

ATTACH WASHER NUT
Secure adapter into hole with a Danco brand Faucet Rosette Washer and Nut
(1/2" IPS) on the inside of the trash can. (Janelle has not sealed it with any
silicone, but she has no leaks).
— Concludes on. Pg. 10

— Roger Miller
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ATTACH 3/4-IN GARDEN HOSE TO TRASH CAN
Attach a 3/4" diameter garden hose (this is the largest size diameter hose sold
at Home Depot- most hoses are 5/8") to the end coming out of the trash can.
Janelle has 2 x 50 feet garden hoses (100 ft long total) connected end to end so
that she can water at the far end of the backyard. Place the end of the garden
hose wherever you want to water. She moves hers around as needed — but be
sure you have no kinks or obstructions.
When Janelle starts laundry, she brings her greywater trash can inside the garage and places it on top of a cooler (or cinder blocks). You want it high
enough to drain well. Make sure the garden hose is on tight. Then place the
laundry drain pipe into the trash can. As it fills, it automatically drains to wherever the garden hose has been placed. Janelle’s back yard has only slight elevation and the trash can is above the hose line. She saves over 40 gallons of water on a large load. Once made, this is a super-easy system.

Our thanks to Janelle Michelle, who found this article on the Internet at:
http://www.instructables.com/id/Simple-Laundry-Greywater-System/?ALLSTEPS
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LET IT FLOW!

Enjoy!
RULES FOR GREYWATER:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Use only detergent labeled for greywater use (most grocery/market stores
sell it now).
Never spray greywater, it has to be applied directly to the soil. Do not use
it to water vegetables. It is ok to water fruit trees, ornamental plants, trees
shrubs if applied to the soil (best if applied under a layer of mulch).
Never let greywater go down the storm drain. Make sure you water
away from where it could ever overflow out of your yard in to the storm
drain.
Do not water lawns with greywater. Do not use greywater where people
will come in contact with it.
Make sure the trash can is elevated on a cooler or cinder blocks to allow
for good flow.
Check for kinks/obstructions in the hose line (could cause backup).
If you need to use bleach or non-greywater detergents, be sure you move
the line to go back down the sewer drain.

ON MAY 31, JANELLE ADDED:
This weekend, after having used my gray water system for 3 weeks I
upgraded the system by adding a utility pump. Works really well. I am
excited about being able to keep watering the veggie garden and the fruit
trees. I have been able to avoid using the sprinkler system thus far - just
by diverting laundry water and allowing the lawn to die. (I have put the
hose on a couple of trees.)
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Photos by Judy Eitzen, Jill Perry, Holly Hagy & Jeri Jennings

Jeri Jennings (L)
Alice Flores (R)

Holly Hagy (L); Jill Perry ®
At The HRG Table
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On May 17th, For The 40th
Year, Many of those who love
Old Roses joined an annual Pilgrimage to the El Cerrito Community Center, for a day of “All
Things Rosie.”

Miriam Wilkins Still Greets Her Guests
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1350 Bennett Valley Rd., Santa Rosa, CA

Come along with us, and tour the aisles at the event dubbed “The
World’s Pure Food Fair!”, a massive assembly of pure food enthusiasts, talented home gardeners, farmers, school groups and leaders in
the food industry.
The National Heritage Roses Group will have a booth, sell roses, and
talk to people about the sustainable value of tough old roses.
This is a “not-for-profit” event, all funds above cost will be donated
to school gardening education and other sustainable food programs.
The event will again be held at the Sonoma County Fairgrounds in
Santa Rosa, CA, on September 8, 9 and 10, 2015

http://theheirloomexpo.com/
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A wonderful 3 days, with
pure food, old-fashioned
fiddlers, great talks, and
good friends!
Mark Your Calendar!

Sept. 8 through 10

“You pray for rain, you gotta deal
With the mud, too.
That’s part of it”
— Denzel Washington
15

“Florence Bowers
Pink Tea”
— Janelle Michel Photo

Meet

“Florence Bower’s Pink Tea”
(Found Rose; Cl. Tea, Pink)

— Jeri Jennings
When I wrote the copy for the Spring, 2015 Sacramento Historic City
Cemetery Open Garden catalog, we had not “met” “Florence Bower’s Pink
Tea”.
We knew only:
“Florence Bowers' Pink Tea” originated from Ruth Knop, and was
obtained for our collection from Vintage Gardens.
This is a true climbing Tea, blooming profusely and repeatedly. Though it is fairly new to the cemetery collection, “Florence Bowers Pink Tea” promises to grow with many long canes, perhaps at least
12', with many long laterals that also bear flowers all along them. The
petals age darker at the edges but the overall impression is a medium
pink. We think that this is an exceptional climbing rose!
I fell in love with this rose from no more than a description and one photo.
A pink Tea Rose that climbs — who could not want that? Fortunate enough to
have gotten a plant at the cemetery’s April 18 rose sale, I knew that I also
wanted to learn more about it.
16

So . . . I asked Florence
Bowers.
I wrote Mrs. Bowers in
May, to tell her how much I
admired her rose, and ask what
she knew of its history. Mrs.
Bowers lives in Leesville, South
Carolina. Good rose-growing
country, where history has bequeathed us many fine warm-

Deborah Petersen Photo

climate roses.
I received a reply almost immediately!
Mrs. Bowers spoke of having created three different rose gardens in succession, as she and her husband moved
from place to place. She was working
on her third garden when she was given a pink Climbing Tea Rose by an
older woman.
Later, she shared the rose with
South Carolina rosarian Ruth Knopf.
Knopf, in turn shared it with Gregg
Lowery, of Vintage Gardens. And
Deborah Petersen Photo
from Vintage Gardens, it went into the
Historic Old Sacramento City Cemetery.

A Rose Of History
The woman who gifted Mrs. Bowers with the rose indicated that it had
been collected long before, from the site
of what may have been a historic South
Carolina stage stop. This indicates that
“Florence Bowers Pink Tea” is probably
a very old rose indeed — and one in the
best tradition of “Passalong” roses.
Deborah Petersen, in Livermore, CA,
was kind enough to share with me some
photos of her mature “Florence
— Continued, Pg. 19
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The

Occidental Union Hotel

Rose
Not many restaurants have their own historic rose — but the current generation of the owners of the Union Hotel, in Occidental, CA who have lived with
this Wichurana Rambler their whole lives, say it has grown here at least since
1924.
Occidental is located in Sonoma County, 22 miles West of Santa Rosa, on
Hwy. 12. When rosarian Burling Leong visited the Union Hotel, she couldn’t
miss the big old rose, which is part of the restaurant’s long history.
For thousands of years, the Coast Miwok and Southwestern Pomo Indians
were the only people living in what is now the town of Occidental. The region
was settled in the 1840’s, 50’s and 60’s, by farmers, cattle ranchers, and loggers. “Dutch” Bill Howard, there in 1849 — the first permanent resident.
In Oct., 1876, the North Pacific Coast Railroad was completed in the area.
Occidental began to grow, becoming an official town on December 7, 1876,
when a Post Office opened. More commercial buildings soon followed.
A narrow-gauge railroad, established to haul local timber to distant markets, brought workers, tourists, and adventurers to Occidental. At an elevation
of 560 feet, this was the highest point on the railroad.
In May, 1879, Howard a building lot to Amelia Jones, whose family built
what would become the Union Hotel. The following year, they sold the property back to Howard for $1,000.00. In 1891, Howard sold the building to Giovanni and Giovanna Gobetti for $2,000.00 in gold. They converted the building to the Union Saloon, and operated it as such for nearly 35 years.
In 1925, Giovanna Gobetti sold the Union Saloon to Carlo Panizzera for
$2,500.00. The Rambler Rose may have been planted by Giovanna Gobetti.
18

Panizzera, born in 1889, in
Brunia, Italy, immigrated to
California in 1917. A cousin
invited him to move to Occidental, and he accepted.
Upon buying the Union
Saloon, Panizzera turned it into
the Union Hotel. It is still run
under that name, by his descendants.
Panizzera’s Union Hotel
was a boarding house, and a
restaurant for stopover railway
passengers. Mary Alberigi,
hired as a waitress, became Carlo’s wife on December 7, 1929
— and in that same year, the
railroad shut down.
The boarding house closed,
then. But by 1930, Mary’s
cooking had become legendary.
People began to drive long distances to have dinner at the Union Hotel. The restaurant grew,
and in 1941, another dining

(L-R) Barbara Gonnella; Burling Leong;
(Below) Rose Leaf

— Continued on Page 20

“Florence Bowers Pink Tea” — Continued From Page 17

Bowers Pink Tea.”
Deborah writes:
4July2013: A sample from the beginning of the second flush (first flush
ended in the first week of May). There are more than 2 dozen clusters of
buds in this flush so far and the plant is putting out 3 new main canes.
simultaneously. It has been above 100 degrees F every day for one week
previous to today. Livermore, CA
24 March 2015 Three years in the ground and fully engulfing the 7' tall x
4' wide trellis. Vigorous indeed, and look at those buds!

See More at: http://www.helpmefind.com/rose/l.php?
l=21.262269
NOTE: I’ve since had more conversation with Mrs. Bowers — with
regard to other roses. I’ll recount that elsewhere.
19

Burling Leong
Visalia, CA

Burlington Rose Nursery
A Wholesale and Retail Nursery,
Offers a Select Group of Roses, both Budded and Own-Root
Custom propagation and budding services are available.
Visitors are welcome by appointment only!
Email or Call to Request An Availability List
BurlingtonRoses@aol.com
or Telephone: (559) 747-3624

“Save a boyfriend for a rainy day . . .
and another, in case it doesn't rain.”
— Mae West
— Occidental Union Hotel Rose, Cont. From Pg. 19

room was added.
Mary and Carlo’s only child, Lucille, grew up in the Union Hotel.
She and her husband, Dan Gonnella, had five children, and when the
Panizzeras died, the Gonnellas and then their children took over the Union
Hotel. Frank and Barbara Gonnella now operate the Occidental Union
Hotel — continuing into a fourth generation a tradition of warmth and
hospitality.
The “Occidental Union Hotel Rose” is a rambler, in the style of the
famous ‘Dorothy Perkins’ — only better.
“Dorothy’s” besetting sin is a tendency toward mildew. The
“Occidental Union Hotel Rose”, however, does not mildew. Moreover,
and even better, it is thornless.
Did Burling Leong take cuttings? OF COURSE! Barbara Gonnella
gave her cuttings. Ask Burling, later in the year, how the “Occidental
Union Hotel Rose” is faring.
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Things That
Make You Say

“Hmmmmm . . .”
Jeri Jennings Photo

“Orange Smith” was
collected in North San
Juan, CA, from the grave
of Civil War Veteran Orange Smith. We have assumed “Orange Smith” to
be a sport (or seedling,

“Orange
Smith”

Jeri Jennings Photo

perhaps?) of ‘Archduke Charles’ (China, Dubourg/Laffay, France, circa 1825)
— itself apparently a sport of ‘Old Blush’. 1.
Imagine, then, our surprise at seeing the rose shown below — grown in
Malaysia, from cuttings thought to have been taken in Turkey.
Drawing no conclusions,
we’ll file this in the realm of
“Things That Make You Say
Hmmmmm . . .”

(L-R) Merille A Ghazali Photos
1.
Recent genetic studies have shown that 'Archduke Charles' is genetically identical to 'Old
Blush' and must therefore be a sport, not a seedling of this rose.
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Saturday,
April 18
Sacramento
Historic
City Cemetery
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‘Duchess Of Portland’
“Chestnut Rose”

‘Complicata’

“ . . . when it rains on your
parade, look up rather than
down. Without the rain,
there would be no rainbow.”

Fred & Dee Boutin

—Gilbert K. Chesterton

Ready To Sell Roses

The HRG Table

L:
‘Buff
Beauty’
R:
“Louise
Avenue”
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A Fond Farewell To A
Good Friend

Bob
Edberg
Limberlost
Roses & Rose Books
Robert E. Edberg, III, 85, passed
away Tuesday, June 16, 2015 in his
home near Tryon, N.C.
Our first and best mentor in the
world of Old Roses, Bob was an educator as well as a rosarian. After 30 years
in the recording business, he retired to work with Antique Roses — and along
with roses, Bob shared knowledge. And what a FOUNTAIN of knowledge he
was!
He taught us which sorts of roses would flourish here, and which sorts
would not. He was right 100% of the time. When we’ve been able to help
someone in turn, and are thanked, I tell them that we are just paying forward
the many kindnesses Bob did for us.
There’s a huge “Grandmother’s Hat” rose at the base of our hill. Bob
gave us that plant, around 1989 and we think of him whenever we look at it. I
think of Bob, and smile, when I see that a potted rose has “gotten its feet in the
ground.” And I think of him when I look at our “Smith’s Parish.” That also
came from Bob’s Limberlost Rose Nursery, and is now “as big as a bus.”
Bob told me once that he was sure that “Smith’s Parish” was really Robert Fortune’s long-lost ‘Five-Colored Rose.’ He was sure, he said, because:

“That’s what I would have called it.”
And you know what? He was probably right.
During his years in North Carolina, Bob wrote 5 volumes of “The Encyclopedia Of Antique Roses”. I am proud to own 3 of the 5 volumes, and I
treasure them. Many of my other rose books came from Bob, as well — but
the greatest things he gave me were friendship, and shared knowledge.
And those are simply irreplaceable.
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ROAD TRIP:
Cornish Cousins . . . And Lots Of Cemeteries
— Jill Perry
Jill Perry — Curator of Roses of the great San Jose Heritage Rose Garden —
travels around Northern California in search of roses … and more. Jill keeps a
regular Blog of her adventures, and this one is particularly good. ENJOY!
https://oldtearoses.wordpress.com/2015/06/23/road-trip-cornish-cousins-and-lotsof-cemeteries/

CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT:

“Orange Smith”; Jill Perry; Plymouth Cemetery Rose; “Orange Smith”; “Orange Smith”

(Paul Barden Photo, used with permission)
Miniature Rose; Paul Barden, 2008;
Midnight Blue ™ × Pinstripe ™ (Miniature, Moore, 1985)

Have you admired “Red Runaround,” and wished it was of manageable
size, and remontant? This may be just what you were looking for.

‘Carolyn Supinger’ looks very like that mysterious old Foundling
(see back cover), but it repeats — and it’s a MINIATURE! This intriguing
Paul Barden creation blooms in large clusters of magenta-purple, overlayed
darker “grape.”
This is a new rose with the look of one of the older, darker, more mysterious Gallicas. And there’s a lot of bloom to enjoy — large blooms, for a Miniature, (1.25-inch) in large clusters. It is strongly-fragrant — a blend of Damask/Old-Rose/Raspberry. Bloom is continuous, on an upright plant of from
one-foot to 20-in. — so ‘Carolyn Supinger’ looks like a good candidate for a
large container.
This little gem is named for Carolyn Supinger, for many years Ralph
Moore's manager at Sequoia Nursery. Carolyn was, and remains, a friend to
roses and to many of us — I value her friendship as much as Paul does.
Paul has generously donated three plants of ‘Carolyn Supinger’ as a fundraiser for the Heritage Roses Group. We plan to grow them up a bit here, and
then decide how to best share them.
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“Red Runaround”
(Found Rose; HCh?)

